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muX setup

muX as a basis for our setup
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Figure 4: Left: Sketch of the muX apparatus with its di↵erent components labelled. Right:
Photograph of the muX apparatus installed at the end of the ⇡E1 beamline at PSI.

atom and allow for a very stringent test of bound-state QED.

2.2 Current state of own research

Over the past years, the applicant has been leading the international muX collaboration that

has been developing as an approved experiment at PSI a novel method to perform muonic atom

spectroscopy for target materials that can only be used in microgram quantities either due to

them being scarce or highly radioactive. The method and descriptions of the apparatus have

ben published over the years in various proceedings [40]–[43]. The most complete description

that marks the conclusion of the development is forthcoming [44].

Figure 4 shows a sketch of the apparatus and a picture of its installation at the ⇡E1 beamline

of PSI. The method is based on transfer reactions taking place inside a high-pressure gas cell

filled with 100 bar of hydrogen with a small admixture of 0.25% deuterium. As the muon with

a momentum of 27 MeV/c enters the 15-mm long gas cell it quickly stops in the hydrogen

forming a muonic hydrogen atom µp. Due to the deuterium admixture the muons quickly

transfer from hydrogen to deuterium and form a muonic deuterium atom µd. The increased

binding energy is converted into kinetic energy of the µd atom of around 45 eV. Because of

the Ramsauer-Townsend e↵ect the scattering cross-section for µd in hydrogen features a deep

minimum at around 5 eV [45]–[47], which leads to a large increase in range of the µd atom in

this environment. Due to this increase, a sizable fraction of the µd atoms are able to reach

the thin layer of target material mounted at the back of the hydrogen cell. Here, the muons

transfer again to the target material with higher atomic number and lead to the emission of

the muonic x rays of interest in the cascade down to the ground state. Based on this method

e�ciencies of around 1% can be reached for target materials with a few micrograms/cm2.

In order to detect the muonic x rays, we have operated over the years several mid-size to

large germanium detector arrays that were either assembled from contributions of the various
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MMC setup
Muon entrance and muon 
veto detectors

Target vacuum chamber with 
thin windows towards 
detectors (order tens of um 
mylar)

Flat target, angled detectors 
to minimise absorption 
towards both sides

Auxiliary detectors on 
opposite side to MMC 
detector: low-energy 
germanium, SDD, etc.
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Figure 7: Sketch of the proposed setup that features a detection system to tag the incoming
muon hitting the target and a small array of low-energy detectors on one side and
the MMC detector on the other side. For simplicity in this two dimensional drawing
not all four germanium detectors requested in this proposal are shown.

PSI tuned to a momentum of around 20 MeV/c in order to limit the range of the muons

in the target material. At this momentum a reasonable negative muon rate of 104/s can be

expected at a momentum resolution of 3%. The muons pass through a 200 to 300 µm thick

plastic entrance detector that at the same time degrades the energies of the incoming muons to

about 1 MeV. The entrance detector allows to later correlate the arrival time of the incoming

muons with the detection time of the x rays and thus helps in suppressing background and

understanding the source and nature of the detected x rays by analyzing their time structure

with respect to the muon arrival. An additional plastic scintillator with a central hole serves

as a muon veto detector and allows to actively collimate the muon beam to the required size

of approximately 20 mm.

The entrance detector is followed by an additional vacuum chamber that houses the boron

targets in vacuum. The enriched, crystalline boron targets will be prepared by attaching the

crystals using a suitable glue on a backing material. Alternatives such as employing chemical

forms that are easier to handle (e.g. boron carbide) will be investigated in a first phase of the

project. One side of the vacuum chamber will feature a thin aluminized mylar window that

faces to a small array of low-energy germanium detectors – see Sec. 2.3.6. On the other side

the MMC detector and its dilution refrigerator will attach to the target vacuum chamber again

separated by a thin window such that the dilution refrigerator can be operated independently

of the target vacuum chamber.
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MMC setup II
Especially for lithium, lock system with 
linear feedthrough to bring in targets

Could also bring in other materials to 
calibrate with muons, e.g. muonic 
carbon x rays, or suitable materials to 
irradiate with x-ray tube

X-ray tube mounted from below

Need to be extra careful about the 
choice of materials that the muons can 
impinge on
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Backgrounds

Even with the superb resolution of 
microcalorimeters we will have some 
overlaps, unidentified peaks, …
Hard to predict all the lines including 
electronic x rays and lines after nuclear 
capture

Ideal to have good coverage with 
reasonable resolution and range up to 
1000 keV on the opposite side of MMC

Identify higher lying 2p-1s 
background lines
Gamma-gamma coincidences to 
uniquely identify elements and all 
associated lines
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direction and 75 mm away from the target position. The Fe
foil was tilted by 45° with respect to the muon-beam
direction. The muons were delivered in a double-pulse
structure, with !1 ! 104 muons per double pulse. Each
pulse had a width of 100 ns, and the double pulses had a
repetition rate of 25 Hz. The x-ray energy and detection
time with respect to the pulsed muon beam injection were
simultaneously accumulated [40]. We estimated that the
negative muons were stopped at around 20 !m from the
surface of the foil, so that a large fraction of the !6 keV x
rays traversed the foil [42].
The x-ray detector is based on a 240-pixel TES array

developed by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) [52]. The TES system, cooled with a
pulse-tube-backed adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator
(ADR), is identical to the system we employed for the
pionic atom experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institute and
the kaonic atom experiment at J-PARC [53–55]. Each pixel
contains a TES consisting of a bilayer of thin Mo/Cu films
whose superconducting critical temperature is about
107 mK, and a 4 !m-thick Bi absorber for converting an
x-ray energy into heat. The TES can detect x rays up to
10 keV, and the absorption efficiency of the Bi layer is 85%
at 6 keV. The effective area of each pixel is 305 ! 290 !m2

and the total active area of the array is about 23 mm2.
Energy calibration of the TES detector was performed by
using an x-ray generator installed at the front of the
detector. The characteristic x rays from Cr, Co, and Cu
were used as calibration x-ray lines. The number of
employed pixels of the TES array was restricted to 197
by the geometrical configuration. The energy accuracy as
determined by the absolute position of the Fe K" line is
better than 0.6 eV.
Figure 2(a) shows the full spectrum, obtained by sum-

ming data from all pixels and applying a time cut to extract
the beam-induced signals. The energy resolution was
evaluated to be 5.2 eV (FWHM) in this energy regime
using Co K"1 and K"2 x rays. The energy, width, and
shape used to derive the resolution and energy calibration
are evaluated using the accurate parameters provided in
Ref. [56] for the Cr, Co, and Cu K"=K# lines, corrected for
new fundamental constants and crystal parameters follow-
ing Ref. [57]. A remarkable asymmetric broad peak of
electronicK" x rays from !Fe is observed, starting from the
energies of electronic Mn K"1 and K"2 x-ray lines at 5899
and 5888 eV, respectively, and extending across 200 eV
[Fig. 2(b)]. A similar structure for electronicK# x rays from
!Fe is identified, which starts from the energy of an
electronic Mn K# x-ray line at 6490 eV [Fig. 2(c)]. We
also observed a broad tail-like structure beneath the peak of
muonic x rays from !Be at 6179 eV [Fig. 2(a)], which was
determined to be the hypersatellite Kh" x rays from !Fe.
This structure starts from the energies of Mn Kh"2 at
6143.4 eV [58].
These peaks disappeared from the spectrum for the

26.0 MeV=c muon beam. This observation is convincing
evidence that the electronic K x rays come from !Fe. They
were completely attenuated because of the self-absorption
due to the increased muon penetration depth.
The Mn K" and K# x-ray lines originate after the muon

is captured by the Fe nucleus. The resulting Mn
nucleus deexcites through the internal conversion process,
leading to delayed K-shell hole production followed by
Mn K x-ray emission, as shown by Schneuwly and Vogel
for high-Z muonic atoms [37]. Because the nuclear
capture rate is slow, all electronic holes of !Fe are filled
via refilling and side feeding before the capture. Thus, the
Mn K x rays do not show broadening like the !Fe
electronic x rays.

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

FIG. 2. (a) X-ray spectrum in the energy range from 5000 to
7400 eV measured by the TES detector. Broad electronic K" and
K# x rays from !Fe are observed. In addition, sharp Mn K"1 and
K#1; 3 x rays are identified (dotted lines). The Mn K"2 x rays are
discernible at the low-energy side of the Mn K"1 line. Muonic
x rays from !Be (n ! 3 ! 2) are due to direct muon injection
into a Be window in front of the detector. A broad tail-like
structure beneath the peak of muonic x rays from !Be is identified
as the hypersatellite Kh" x rays. The energy of Mn Kh" is also
shown [58]. Cr and Co K" x rays are calibration x rays from the
x-ray generator. FeK" andK# x rays are due to direct injection of
muons and background particles into the Fe target. Expanded
spectra for (b) electronic K" x rays and (c) electronic K# x rays
from !Fe. (d) Calculated K" and (e) K# x-ray energies under
different muon states (n) and electron configurations with L holes
(Nhole

L ). See details in the main text. Regarding the muonic l
level, only the case of l ! n " 1 is shown for clarity.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 127, 053001 (2021)
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Figure 8: X-ray spectrum in the energy from 5000 to 7400 eV as measured by a TES detector
with 5 eV resolution. Despite the fantastic resolution, overlaps between various lines
can occur. Reproduced from [69].

2.3.4 Calibration

Calibration of the detectors at these low energies will be achieved by the insertion of a small

x-ray generator in a port of the target vacuum chamber that allows to irradiate suitable

materials mounted close to the target. The precisely known electronic x rays emitted from these

secondary targets allow us to perfectly calibrate the detectors to a high level of confidence.

Such calibration schemes in combination with radioactive sources have been employed before

by other precision spectroscopy experiments [20], [67], [68] and are also visible in Fig. 8. The

calibrations can be tested and performed also o✏ine. With muon beam available, we note that

precise calibrations are also possible using muonic x rays themselves. This has been established

e.g. with muonic oxygen lines calibrating the energy for the measurement of pionic nitrogen,

see Fig. 2 (right) [18]. For the measurements discussed here, the muonic x rays from 12C are

most suited as these have been measured very precisely in the past using a crystal spectrometer

[29].

2.3.5 Backgrounds

Contamination of the muonic lines by other x rays needs to be suppressed to a high level as

can be seen in Fig. 6 for lithium. While the high resolution of the MMC detector will of course

tremendously help to actually resolve many of the lines, overlaps cannot be excluded and need

to be identified and controlled to a high degree in order to not distort the measured energies.

Care has to be taken not only for x rays coming from other muonic atom cascades, but also

from electronic x rays emitted in the refilling process of the electronic shells and x and gamma

rays emitted from the daughter nuclei after muon capture [3].

Figure 8 shows the recent measurements using a TES detector with a resolution of 5 eV.

Despite the fantastic resolution some overlaps between lines can be observed, especially as the
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Figure 9: �-� coincidence spectrum showing the energy of the first x ray versus the energy of
the second x ray for muonic krypton as measured by the muX collaboration. The
vertical and horizontal lines show the characteristic lines from the muonic cascade
with, e.g., the 3d�2p transition at ⇠500 keV and the 2p�1s transition at ⇠2100 keV.
The diagonal lines are from compton scattering where the total energy of the x ray
is measured in two separate detectors.

electronic x rays are heavily broadened due to dynamic e↵ects in the refilling process. While

of course the energies of many of the lines can be predicted, it is important to also measure

backgrounds using the detection system without the target of interest in order to characterize

and identify all the other lines.

2.3.6 Low-energy germanium detectors

While the MMC detector o↵ers of course fantastic resolution, its covered solid angle is small and

measurements relying solely on the MMC detector are slow. We thus propose to supplement

the MMC detector with a small array of four low-energy germanium detectors. The four

detectors will cover an area of 2000 mm2 (125⇥ the coverage of the MMC detector) and

feature resolutions of 250 eV at 5.9 keV and 550 eV at 122 keV. Additionally, they will have

reasonable detection e�ciency at energies of up to 1000 keV. These detectors will be crucial in

setting up the experiment, e.g., by swiftly receiving feedback during the muon beam tuning.

Additionally, they will allow to identify elements, whose higher muonic transitions lie close or

overlap with the muonic boron lines, by identifying their main 2p� 1s transition that can lie

outside of the range of the MMC detector. Figure 6 can serve here again as an example where

the 2p�1s transitions of aluminum and carbon lie at 347 and 75 keV, respectively, well outside

the range of the SDD detector employed in these measurements.

Figure 9 shows the power of performing a �-� coincidence analysis in order to understand
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Test beam: open questions
What is the aim of the test beam?

Real measurement?
Background and performance assessment?

Which target(s)?

Targets in air? Especially for second case? But: also relevant to see backgrounds at 
low energy…

Auxiliary detectors? Whatever we have reasonably available: SDD, BeGe detectors, 
…
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Additional interest in exotic atoms at PSI

I was approached by the group performing kaonic atom spectroscopy at DAPHNE
Developed technology that they would like to spread and use for other applications
Bragg spectrometer: VOXES
Up to 20 keV
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Bragg spectrometers: VOXES

Spectrometer developed under CSN5 Young Researcher Grant (2016-2018) 

“ Hadron physics with kaon beam and related topics", A. Scordo, online, 04/10/2022

VOXES: (possible) applications in DA�NE 

A new setup including several 

spectrometer arms could allow for 

new and very precise measurements 

of kaonic atoms transitions both from 

solid and gaseous targets

“ Hadron physics with kaon beam and related topics", A. Scordo, online, 04/10/2022

Trigger

(Scint + SiPMs / PMTs)

Degrader

(mylar)

Target 

(solid)

High precision measurements with VOXES in LNF Lab

Bragg spectrometers: VOXES

“ Hadron physics with kaon beam and related topics", A. Scordo, online, 04/10/2022
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Additional interest in exotic atoms at PSI

Additional detectors:
Thick SDD detectors (self-made I believe)
Novel CdTe and CdZnTe crystals:

keV resolutions up ~300 keV, compact, no cooling, fast
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CZT: first tests @ DA�NE

FWHM = 3,5 keV

(5,9 % @ 60 keV)

FWHM = 11,6 keV

(2,2 % @ 511 keV)

Np L⇥

Np L⇤

241Am

241A

m

Pb K⇤
1,2 Pb K⇥

Np peaks 

(X-rays) 

from decay of 
241Am

Good energy 

resolution 

confirmed “on 

beam”

Also linearity “on beam” is 

preserved

“ Hadron physics with kaon beam and related topics", A. Scordo, online, 04/10/2022

CdZnTe


